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Abstract—Argumentation is a scientific literacy practice focused on developing scientific thinking skills associated with problem-solving. As computing has become an integral part of our world, computational thinking skills are requisite for successful problem-solving. The significant effect of computational thinking applications on the efficacy of scientific literacy practices is increasingly acknowledged. In this article, we propose a framework that conceptualizes the constructivist argumentation as a context for problem-solving by applying five computational thinking dimensions, viz. algorithmic design, decomposition, abstraction, evaluation, and generalization. The framework emphasizes two aspects, students’ problem-solving capability and quality of argumentation. Drawing from the literature on scientific argumentation and problem-solving, we argue that the application of computational thinking dimensions in science learning is currently overlooked in the instructional environment. To nurture higher order thinking skills and to engage effective problem-solvers, our framework incorporates four Computational Thinking-Argumentation design principles to support instructional innovation in the teaching and learning of science at the secondary school level, viz. 1) developing problem-solving competencies and building capability in solving uncertainties throughout scientific inquiry; 2) developing creative thinking and cooperativity through negotiation and evaluation; 3) developing algorithmic thinking in talking and writing; 4) developing critical thinking in the processes of abstraction and generalization.

Index Terms—Argumentation, computational thinking, computational thinking competencies, constructivist, problem-solving.

I. INTRODUCTION

Argumentation is fundamental to scientific activities. It is, essentially, informal reasoning central to the intellectual ability involved in solving problems, constructing arguments, evaluating evidence, discussing alternative explanations, making judgments and decisions, as well as formulating ideas and beliefs [1], [2]. Argumentation thus supports cognitive and metacognitive processes, develops communicative and critical thinking skills, achieves scientific literacy, and improves the language (verbal and written) of science and scientific culture [3].

Argumentation is a critical skill desired in K–12 students [4], and students at the middle school are at a critical age when argumentation skills need to be developed [5], [6]. Theoretically, young students are supposed to be able to comprehend and construct arguments [7]. However, empirical evidence does not support these expectations. Studies have reported that students are not capable of generating valid evidence to support their claims [8]. Additionally, they are not competent in analysing and debating their arguments [9], or revising them based on peer comments [10]. Therefore, specific strategies should be implemented to help teachers integrate instructional strategies into their pedagogical approaches to develop their students’ argumentation [11] and problem-solving skills [12]. In this article, we propose four Computational Thinking-Argumentation design principles to support teachers’ instructional innovation in science education.

In recent years, Computational Thinking (CT) has emerged as a 21st century critical competency, attracting the attention of educational researchers and practitioners. Some scholars explain it as a problem-solving approach [13], [14], others highlight CT as a cognitive process [15]. The acquisition of CT is vital for Computer Science (CS) and, essentially, all sciences [16]. Thus, individuals should explore and acquire CT competencies [17] to function effectively in the digitalized world.

A. Bounding Our Focus: Developing Computational Thinking Competencies through Argumentation Learning

This article focuses on “argumentation as a problem-solving context”, and the relevant elements include “CT dimensions” [18], “CT competencies” [19] and “Private and public landscape of learning” [20]. We aim to distill a framework from the copious literature on CT in education to conceptualize constructivist argumentation learning as a problem-solving context. The application of CT in argumentation thus makes CT competencies useful in the classroom. The following sections will unpack and explain the framework of argumentation learning with the application of five CT dimensions, viz. algorithmic design, decomposition, abstraction, evaluation, and generalization. The article then proposes CT-Argumentation learning design principles to develop students’ CT competencies, viz. critical thinking, problem-solving, cooperativity, algorithmic thinking, and creativity.
II. CONSTRUCTIVIST VIEW OF SCIENCE AS PROBLEM-SOLVING

The constructivist view in science learning emphasizes the importance of the individual’s attempt to construct meaning and make sense of a concept or phenomenon. Hence, the individual making sense of any event needs to take into account not only the situation itself but also his or her purpose and the process of active meaning construction [21]. These constructions are seen to be tentative models as the individual, aided by experience, would make modifications whenever necessary. The constructivist view of teaching and learning science emphasizes the individual’s responsibility and effort required throughout the process of meaning construction [21]. In this context, the teacher’s critical role is to facilitate activities that will guide the learner to develop higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) [22]. Teachers are key actors who need to shape students’ thinking when implementing new approaches to learning [23].

The constructivist approach to science education stresses that while students need to construct a rich and varied sample of scientific content knowledge, they also have to understand and experience the processes that produce the knowledge to solve problems. Researchers [24] who study heuristics for discovery and theory construction often associate science with problem-solving, and thus investigate scientific problem-solving as a particular case of general problem-solving. Furthermore, the “science as problem-solving” perspective is advocated by scholars who study the psychology of scientific reasoning [25]. Hence, it is essential to “infuse” problem-solving into the science curriculum by introducing a set of heuristic techniques that learners can use in their scientific endeavours [26].

Teachers’ tactful inquiry instructions would help students construct meaning and reasoning when learning scientific concepts. The goal is to ensure that students are able to think like scientists rather than just act like scientists. When teachers explicitly acknowledge science as problem-solving while acting as facilitators in a problem-solving community, what they do and say would encourage students to overcome learning challenges and foster problem-solving skills [27].

A. Constructivist Argumentation: Individual Cognitive Dynamic versus Social Interaction

In argumentation, scholars emphasize the importance of engaging students in group or whole-class discussion [28], [29]. Some scholars stress the mechanisms in scaffolding individual students’ construction of written arguments [30], [31]. The public landscape focuses on active knowledge construction through social interaction and the physical world; private learning occurs when students are in self-reflection mode, thinking about their interaction or learning process [32].

In terms of private landscape, individual argumentation includes a cyclic-cognitive process of making a claim, marshalling evidence to substantiate the claim, and evaluating evidence to determine the validity of the claim [33] by weighing the evidence and considering relevant scientific theories to back the claim [32]. Thus, one would experience the dissonances of the cognitive process while comparing and contrasting evidence to validate the claim.

From the perspective of the public landscape, argumentation in the social environment encourages students to construct, evaluate, critique, defend, and challenge their peers throughout their conversation [34]. The scholar stresses the importance of social interaction when constructing arguments [4]. Learners’ scientific understanding is enhanced when they are able to share tasks or problems during social activities. Hence, the dialogic process that involves ‘person-in-conversation’ facilitates the individual’s meaning-making. Knowledge can be co-constructed, or (re)constructed as learners expand their understanding of a particular concept or share their problems through ‘collaborative argumentation’ [35].

Cognitive and social processes are critical epistemic practices that nurture the construction of scientific knowledge and promote the articulation of alternative perspectives, reasoning, cognitive dissonance, and learning reflection [36]. In essence, this is the belief underlying the view that argumentation involves both cognitive dynamics and social interaction processes. Along this line, learners experience cognitive processes when they make meaningful construction of their argument while interacting and debating with others.

Furthermore, social interaction stimulates higher-order thinking (HOT) skills embedded in argumentation [37]. Frequent collaboration and communication help learners attain a more in-depth level of thinking [38] since the collaborative inquiry-based learning context has a direct effect on HOTS [39]. As such, problem-solving and decision-making competencies can be developed by frequently engaging students in discussions on topical scientific issues in their daily lives or social problems that are prevalent [2].

B. Reconceptualising Constructivist Argumentation Learning from the Problem-Solving Perspective

This article reconceptualizes argumentation from the problem-solving perspective, consistent with researchers, philosophers and science educators [12], [40], [41], [42]. Argumentation enables individuals to be problem-solvers, to be able to identify alternative viewpoints and opinions, develop and select reasonable solutions, and to provide relevant data and evidence to support the purported solution to the problem at hand [43].

Three types of argument interventions can be adopted in a problem-solving context [44]: 1) argument structure intervention, i.e., learning to use the structure of argument and apply it across various explanatory activities, 2) immersion-oriented intervention, i.e., using the argument as a learning tool (integrated argument as a component of scientific investigations), and 3) science- and society-based intervention using socio-scientific issues, i.e., getting students to experience the interaction between science and society-based issues in scientific argumentation. The first two interventions focus on knowledge construction through problem-solving activities, whereas the third intervention emphasizes the use of socio-scientific issues to learn argumentation.

The future directions for studies on scientific argumentation should focus on teaching HOTS [41], such as
problem-solving through argumentation [45], [46]. HOTS is defined as a critical thinking skill, logical thinking, reflectivity, metacognition, and creativity [47]. These capabilities will develop when people have problems that are not familiar, uncertainties, or a new phenomenon that requires solutions that have never been thought of before. As a result, the nurturing of HOTS among students guides them to think critically when attempting to solve problems. Acquisition of scientific knowledge is manifested when the learner is able to apply the new knowledge to another scenario by using various science process skills together with problem-solving skills [45], [48].

CT is a new problem-solving skill set that engages individuals to think critically and construct knowledge to solve complex problems [49]. Hence, in line with the concept of ‘CT as a problem-solving process’ [50], this article proposes argumentation as a learning context with the application of five CT dimensions. In this instance, CT is recognized as a way individuals think about problem-solving [16], and plays a complementary role in facilitating argumentation learning.

III. FRAMEWORK OF CT-ARGUMENTATION

A. Computational Thinking as a Problem-Solving Approach

The CT concept introduced by Papert [51] is aimed at developing cognitive ability in problem-solving through programming language [52]. In 2006, Wing expanded the concept of CT by defining it as a way that humans think about solving problems, adding that it is a fundamental skill suitable for almost everyone [16]. CT is rooted in unplugged (non-digital) human approaches to problem-solving [53], and can be taught using two approaches: (1) CT plugged approach, mediated by technologies, and (2) CT unplugged approach, without using digital tools [54]. In the proposed framework, the CT unplugged approach is employed.

CT involves product-oriented as well as problem-solving activities [18]. In other words, CT is a focused approach to problem-solving, with emphasis on the thinking aspect. It incorporates five thought processes that employ abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic design, evaluation, and generalization. These terms obtained a consensus in the literature and are well defined across disciplines [18]. Additionally, studies have shown positive results with learning gains by integrating the respective thought process in the learning of science [55], [56].

B. Framework of CT-Argumentation: Incorporation of Computational Thinking with Argumentation Practices

Studies have emphasized the need to break CT into “a set of well-defined and measurable concepts, skills or practices” [57] (p. 130) to overcome the challenges in advancing and integrating CT in the academic field. Valid CT measures are essential to evaluate the efficacy and value of integrating CT skills in the teaching and learning processes [58].

Fig. 2 illustrates our conceptualisation of the incorporation of CT dimensions in the learning process of scientific argumentation. The framework depicts CT-driven argumentation learning premises on private (individual) and public (social) landscapes. In terms of learning, students are engaged in written (individual) and spoken (social) argumentation scaffolded by CT dimensions to solve scientific problems. For teaching, argumentation is used as a problem-solving context guided by CT dimensions to develop CT competencies. Table I presents the role of CT dimensions in fostering students’ CT competencies. Teachers are the ‘change agents’ in the teaching reform process who decide on the critical aspects of learning and shape the nature of classroom instruction to make learning visible for students [59].

The ‘rotatable’ star in the framework (see Fig. 2) represents the cycle of thinking processes (abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic design, evaluation, and generalisation) without sequential order. The purpose of the five arrows radiating outward is to bring home the message that students experience the five dimensions of thought processes, leading them to develop the CT competencies that can be measured throughout their argumentation learning.

CT competencies are defined as the joint reflection of creativity, algorithmic thinking, critical thinking, problem-solving, cooperative thinking and communication skills [60]. Since communication skills are established in a cooperative environment, cooperativity can be categorised as one of the CT components [19]. It is expected that individuals in a team would communicate with each other as cooperativity is crucial to developing creative solutions for problems [19]. Within the frame conducted by scholars [19], an individual’s CT competencies can be defined and measured by examining creativity, cooperativity, critical thinking, algorithm thinking, and problem-solving skills using CT scales (CTS). To summarise, the application of the five dimensions of thought processes, viz. abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic design, evaluation, and generalisation into argumentation learning is aimed at developing CT competencies, viz. algorithm thinking, creative thinking, creativity, critical thinking, and cooperativity.

C. The Complementary Roles of Spoken and Written Argumentation

Spoken argumentation in the public landscape occurs when social interaction in a cooperative learning environment impacts the students’ cognitive development.
Additionally, engagement in spoken argumentation increases students’ awareness of the claims and evidence, thus facilitating their knowledge construction [61]. On the other hand, the knowledge construction and written argumentation in the private landscape facilitate individual cognitive dynamics through meaning-making, reasoning, and learning reflection.

**TABLE I: THE DEVELOPMENT OF CT COMPETENCIES THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF CT DIMENSIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational Thinking dimensions</th>
<th>Definition and description</th>
<th>Computational Thinking competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Focuses on hiding complexity and individuals’ ability in conceptualising and then representing an idea or a process by foregrounding the essential aspects of the idea.</td>
<td>Critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic design</td>
<td>Relates to the idea of procedural thinking, devising explicit instructions (or step-by-step procedure) for accomplishing tasks.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Concerns the individual or group analysis: (1) when a problem is analysed and (2) when a solution is analysed. In the context of problems, the term ‘analyse’ fits the category of problem-solving; in the context of solutions, the term ‘analyse’ is interpreted as ‘evaluate’.</td>
<td>Cooperativity, creative thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalisation</td>
<td>Concerns the ability to move from specific to broader applicability. It emphasises the step of recognising how small pieces of a solution may be reused (by recognising common patterns) and subsequently be applied to solve similar problems.</td>
<td>Critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem decomposition</td>
<td>Creates solutions by breaking problems down into smaller parts of particular functionality and sequencing the part to be solved (NRC: 2011).</td>
<td>Problem-solving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been suggested [62] that the operationalisation of argumentation is a combination of both construction and critique to systematically assess individual students’ competency of written argument using a quantitative approach. Students did not engage in any dialogue while completing the tasks for the study [62]. However, spoken argumentation indirectly occurred as two clarifications were reported: Firstly, the results from the think-aloud interviews showed that the students did engage in a ‘simulated dialogue’ while completing their tasks; they were able to verbally describe which argument they agreed with more, especially when they were weighing multiple arguments, and ultimately constructing a defence of one and a critique of another. It has been pointed out that spoken argumentation occurs because students might engage in self-talk or inner dialogues [63]. Secondly, written arguments are often the foundation of the practice of (spoken) argumentation; scientists always practise (spoken) argumentation explicitly in writing, such as publishing an article. Therefore, the rubric used in written assessments (including spoken argumentation implicitly) measures students’ ability in written argumentation and reflects how (spoken) argumentation is undertaken in the scientific community [62].

Social interaction among peers can be very motivating [64]. During spoken argumentation, students are aware of their peers’ ideas, and this prompts them to become interested with the most defensible ideas. Social interaction supports content learning in several ways, such as engaging in a variety of explicit elaborative processes (e.g., explanation to promote learning) [36] and modification of ideas (or receiving learning support from others) [61]. Students learn from their peers during social interaction and the process of argumentation provides them with evidence of claims; this not only promotes a better understanding of ideas but also provides more reason to believe the claims they are developing [65]. Hence, spoken argumentation and written argumentation are complementary to each other, supporting and making sense of the claims.

**D. Summary**

Individual and social argumentation activities are integral to improving the students’ scientific literacy and developing CT competencies. CT is a conceptual way to solve complex problems by “processing the information systematically, correctly, and efficiently” [66] (p. 261). Moreover, CT requires students to develop both domain-specific and problem-solving approaches [67].

Indeed, the 21st century sees a shift in the working world, from being labour intensive to being knowledge-based, relying on the knowledge of workers to drive innovation, entrepreneurship and dynamism of the country’s economy. Henceforth, education should switch from emphasising domain-specific content mastery to 21st-century competencies such as creativity, critical thinking and problem solving [67]. For example, the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) evaluates problem-solving ability, targeting skills that enable students to successfully handle real-life problems, such as finding the shortest route between two cities without relying on domain-specific knowledge, for example, from mathematics [68]. Furthermore, vocational education prepares students for their careers by focusing on 1) the application of vocationally relevant knowledge in typical problem situations and 2) the awareness of potential problems associated with practical routines, problem-solving strategies and an encompassing set of personal and social competencies to overcome them [69]. This article explores the opportunities to scaffold the CT-Argumentation instructional design in facilitating the students’ development of CT competencies through scientific argumentation. Scaffolds help to make tacit scientific argumentation rules more explicitly addressed to students so as to simplify the task to make it easier to achieve [70].

**IV. OPPORTUNITIES**

The following subsections present the four CT-Argumentation design principles aimed at fostering argumentation learning more effectively by providing students with opportunities to develop CT competencies. The four design principles are: a) developing problem-solving competencies and building capability to solve uncertainties throughout a scientific inquiry; b) developing creative thinking and promoting cooperativity through negotiation and evaluation; c) developing algorithm thinking in talking and writing; d) developing critical thinking in abstraction and
generalisation. In practice, these opportunities are intricately related, but they are categorised separately to illuminate the role of each in instructional design. In recent years, some studies have been grounded in middle schools to address possible learning gains in science with the application of CT [55], [56]. These opportunities can be capitalised on as productive entry into argumentation, even among students in the early grades.

A. Design Principle 1: Developing Problem-Solving Competencies and Building Capability to Solve Uncertainties throughout a Scientific Inquiry

Fostering argumentation requires sensible use of evidence [71]. The study [71] reported that there is a need to 1) create the necessary conditions for students to connect claims and evidence so as to nurture their ability to use appropriate evidence to solve problems; 2) help teachers to design data-rich investigations for which multiple claims can be investigated and supported. For instance, teachers could ask their students to explain scientifically whether the objects observed using the microscope were living things. In order to carry out this task, the students would need to synthesise the data they have collected from their observations through the microscope. There could be different claims constructed based on the students’ interpretations from their observations and different implicit definitions of a living thing. It is important to focus on the conflicts raised and to resolve them so that students can make progress in learning [72].

Project-based learning is another approach that involves data-rich investigations which requires students to integrate and explain what is known and unknown using an abundance of data [73]. This approach to learning presents new challenges for students as they engage in authentic investigations. However, students could get overwhelmed by the richness of data and information [74], and they might fail to monitor their progress and findings [75]. To minimise problems in managing data-rich investigations, students need external support to organise, articulate, and reflect upon ongoing ideas throughout long-term investigations [76].

Problem decomposition in the application of CT refers to breaking down a complex problem into manageable or more familiar sub-problems [77]. In this way, students would be able to better manage and solve complex phenomena. The earlier learning task regarding the observation under the microscope can also be used in this instance: the application of problem decomposition enables the students to break down the problem, clarify the underlying arguments for what constitutes a living thing, and evaluate specific evidence to support their claims. Decomposition involves finding structure in the problem and determining how the various components will fit together in the final solution. Problem decomposition seeks to focus not only on the ability to decompose a problem but also on composing the solution after the sub-problems have been addressed, modifying the solution later by changing individual components, and enabling the reuse of components in solving other similar problems.

Chen [20] (p. 55) states that “science is about managing uncertainty”. From a cognitive perspective, uncertainty is interpreted as the individual’s subjective awareness of the gap in knowledge that needs to be narrowed or bridged to make sense of a phenomenon [78]. The scholar defines this cognitive state as a “disequilibrium”; the individual recognises the conflict between what he already knows and what he encounters [79]. This experience of uncertainty prompts the individual to acquire new knowledge, skills, or solutions to resolve the problem of uncertainty [80].

Based on the microscope observation example cited earlier, we can expect different claims constructed by students based on their observations and interpretations resulting from uncertainty. Uncertainty provides the opportunity and space for argumentation, thus helping the development of scientific literacy and HOTS. HOTS can be developed through self-regulation in knowledge construction. [81]. Uncertainty is more than extracting students’ prior knowledge through questioning and stimulating curiosity about issues raised during discussions [82]. The purpose of questioning is not to just get the correct solution but more importantly, to prompt uncertainty in students and to create a space for them to express their ideas, and gather more evidence to resolve their uncertainty [20]. Therefore, in preparing future-ready students to be scientifically literate, i.e., to be “learning how to think and practice like a scientist” [83] (p. 459), teachers should design and incorporate uncertainty in argumentation practices similar to the practices of scientists.

B. Design Principle 2: Developing Creative Thinking and Promoting Cooperativity through Negotiation and Evaluation

A complex question may trigger students to use copious data when constructing their claims. Nevertheless, it does not necessarily create a context that requires students to overcome their conventional ways of interacting with their peers’ ideas [71]. The concept of scientific literacy can be mapped onto public and private landscapes mentioned earlier. In the science classroom, the public landscape suggests that students can exchange ideas and establish a consensus that they can work together with their teacher as a community to solve conflicts and improve ideas. In contrast, in the private landscape, students are engaged in self-reflection on what makes sense to them through a comparison between external data and their existing knowledge, as well as arguments that arise [10]. Students would then develop coherent knowledge, thus further advancing their scientific literacy when engaging in both landscapes. Learning environments “designed to prompt argumentation should engage students in knowledge evaluation practices” [84] (p. 97), i.e., learning environments need to be conducive and supportive so that students will be encouraged to question and challenge ideas put forth by others. Classroom activities should make the goal of consensus-building explicit to students [71]. Activities that promote cooperativity can be explained as a structure of interaction designed to facilitate the accomplishment of a specific end product or goal through group work [85].

Evaluation in CT plays a critical role in ensuring successful moves between private and public landscapes. Before students reach a consensus, they need to analyse the questions and the solutions contributed by their peers. In the context of solutions, the term ‘analyse’ could be interpreted
as ‘evaluate’ [18]. The activity should be structured and highlighted to gain insight on students’ thinking and decision-making. For instance, if a disagreement occurs, the students need to work together to resolve the conflict. Moreover, the learning process facilitates the development of creative thinking as an individual’s creative insight “arises from a reintegration of already existing materials or knowledge, but when it is completed, it contains elements that are new” [86] (p. 311). Such an approach involves social judgment [86]. For instance, the design of an “argument jigsaw” activity provides students with a question to work in pairs to construct an initial claim. They then join another pair to form a group of four to construct a joint explanation that they all endorse. New ideas may emerge during the discussion. This strategy helps to aid students negotiate and evaluate the data used during their discussion; subsequently, they need to reflect on what they have learnt when revising their original claims. In this way, students are provided with an opportunity to summarise their learning internally [20] as well as draw on their connections with the new knowledge constructed.

C. Design Principle 3: Developing Algorithmic Thinking in Talking and Writing

The study suggested that the synergic use of talking and writing in the Science Talk-Writing Heuristic (STWH) based on two conditions, namely the use of talking and writing synergistically, and the use of talking and writing in sequence [20]. The latter refers to students completing one language task followed by another, either writing before talking or talking before writing.

Talking and writing simultaneously are often student-driven, occurring in collaborative group settings, especially when students defend their claim, evidence, or reasoning [20]. In this strategy, writing is used as a visual support or representation tool for the students’ arguments [87]. Collaborative learning can be employed as a learning strategy to develop algorithmic thinking [88]. Algorithmic design can be used in a designated learning task with explicit instructions provided to facilitate students’ participation in the talking and writing processes. The steps of argumentation using talking and writing that are helpful to enhance students’ scientific literacy are as follows: 1) exploring the big idea and identifying problem, constructing claims (they may put them down on paper), 2) exploring their peers’ arguments through group discussion (listening to their peers and critiquing their arguments), 3) comparing their argument with information from experts, and finally 4) revising and reflecting on their arguments [20]. Therefore, guided by these steps, algorithmic thinking can be developed throughout scientific inquiry as students generate questions, interpret data as evidence to support claims, and construct and critique evidence-based knowledge claims.

Algorithmic thinking occurs when the individual thinks in a purposeful and detailed manner to produce a solution in any subject [19]. From the teachers’ perspective, understanding the rationale of the sequence of talking and writing allows them to facilitate their students’ argumentation and guide them towards problem-solving. From the students’ perspective, explicit instructions on how to construct an argument, participate in argumentation, and the sequence of learning activities promote their algorithm thinking in constructing and revising their argument throughout the writing and talking processes.

D. Design Principle 4: Developing Critical Thinking in Abstraction and Generalisation

There are two interrelated components to engage students in argumentation, viz. the big idea and the question(s) [20]. The big idea is the statement that encompasses the main objective of a particular lesson and the essential concepts of a particular unit. The inquiry question(s) should be aligned with the big idea to guide the study area, stimulate interest, and drive investigations and scientific arguments.

In terms of the big idea, the Science Writing Heuristic (SWH) approach states that students should “link arguments to the ‘big ideas’ of the topic being investigated” [89] (p. 140). These big ideas should be presented as generalisations related to the data constructed by students; however, they became “the major concepts the students leave the classroom with after completion of the unit” [89, p. 20]. Thus, the study reported that more guidance is needed to support students in constructing generalisations that reflect their evidence-based understanding of phenomena [56].

“Critical thinking is reasonable reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or do.” [90] (p. 180). The application of abstraction and generalisation is aimed at developing critical thinking. Before students generalise their claims, they need to create abstractions. Hence, they need to think critically by defining the scope or scale of the problem at hand, generating visualisations of data to communicate findings or ideas, or creating models to further understand or explore a given phenomenon [57]. It is imperative to understand the relationships between scientific practices and abstractions in CT [91]. Creating an abstraction requires students to conceptualise and subsequently represent an idea in more general terms by foregrounding the critical elements of the idea, while backgrounding less important aspects [57]. Abstraction is a crucial step before generalisation.

To be able to generalise, students are required to reflect critically by “incorporating the meaning in claims and extending the meaning beyond the particular data to which the claims are related” [56] (p. 2). Argumentation learning in the classroom should focus on generalisation because “science is fundamentally about theories, and theories are general explanations the quality of arguments indicating the degree to which extended meaning of some kind is warranted” [56] (p. 3). Generalisation in CT allows learners to recognise patterns and examine different parts of a problem, whether it is similar to something that has already been solved before, and extends or transfer the idea to other problem-solving settings. Generalisation is complementary to HOT, which involves critical and evaluative thinking, decision-making, knowledge transfer to similar situations [92]. The use of concept mapping has been suggested for the development of critical thinking and application of knowledge in new contexts; this is done by transferring students’ knowledge to real-life situations [92]. It is important for students to be able to apply their understanding of science to solve problems [45].
To summarise, these four design principles (DP) are interdependent. The uncertainties in a complex problem motivate the argumentation by prompting the students to construct evidence-based claims (DP 1). Without argumentation activity that motivates teacher-to-students and student-to-student interactions, the private and public landscapes criteria become unnecessary because students do not need to negotiate and evaluate one another’s argument(s) (DP 2). By understanding the sequence of activities required in the argumentation process, students will engage in more in-depth discussions, respond appropriately to one another’s ideas and revise their arguments whenever necessary (DP 3). Finally, by understanding the components or structure of the argument, students can create abstractions and generalise their ideas by reflecting and comparing their evidence-based understanding of the phenomenon with experts (DP 4).

V. DISCUSSION

The framework proposed in this article is aimed at developing CT competencies by engaging students in scientific argumentation practices. The design principles imply the structuring of argumentation as a problem-solving context with the application of CT to facilitate constructing and critiquing arguments within both public and private landscapes. In terms of problem-solving, “CT involves structuring and manipulating data sets to support the solution process” [93] (p. 1]). The processes reflect the cognitive structure of CT, which involves a strategic way of thinking and problem-solving [94] such as pattern recognition, breakdown or decomposition, and generalisation, abstraction, evaluation, and algorithmic thinking.

A. Contributions to Constructivist Argumentation Learning

Framing constructivist argumentation learning as processes of problem-solving, viz. constructing, sequencing, presenting, evaluating, critiquing and revising argument through the application of CT exposes new constituent practices that need to be taught. For instance, students should learn how to operationalise and rearrange the sequence of activities in argumentation, abstract and evaluate them before deciding what data to provide as evidence and how to structure them to support a claim. There is a high degree of complementary links between CT (problem-solving processes), constructivism and argumentation learning. The application of CT in constructivist argumentation learning is based on the following procedures: identify the problem, break it down into manageable steps, construct possible claims (solutions), participate in argumentation by following instructions in sequence to present the claims, evaluate and critique arguments put forth by others, and finally revise the original claims by creating abstractions as well as generalizable concepts.

The framework of CT-Argumentation provides students with the opportunity to scientifically examine their uncertainty by critically interpreting data using justifiable evidence, managing their uncertainty, negotiating ideas which conflict claims, and making scientific decisions with evidence. Finally, this framework shows that constructivist argumentation learning, problem-solving and CT are inextricably intertwined, as discussed in the learning design principles mentioned earlier. For instance, the students’ algorithmic thinking can be developed when constructing arguments in problem-solving during the talking and writing processes.

To develop CT competencies, CT must first be considered a problem-solving process that can be applied to a particular context. In this article, the focus is on scientific argumentation learning. Our contribution shifts the focus on what CT is to the way CT can be taught, and how evidence of its acquisition can be observed as well as assessed in learners. It is crucial to move further by integrating CT across disciplines in K-12 education. Thus, the proposed framework serves as a scaffold to understand constructivist argumentation learning in a problem-solving context while developing CT competencies.

B. Relationship between Argumentation, Problem-Solving and Computational Thinking

The importance of problem-solving skills is increasingly acknowledged as evidenced by extensive research on this topic over the decades. Problem-solving can be explained as transforming from an unacceptable initial state to an acceptable or desirable final state by conquering obstacles [95]. The process requires individuals to operate using high-order thinking and reasoning. In supporting this, the scholar [96] states that CT processes can be assigned to Bloom’s Taxonomy—Cognitive Domain levels. Decomposition can be assigned to the creation and analysis levels as learners need to create solutions by breaking down a problem into smaller parts based on particular functionality, and sequencing the parts to be solved [96]. This is then followed by an evaluation, i.e., the issue is assigned to the evaluation level; next, algorithm design is allocated to the synthesis level; subsequently, abstraction is allocated to the analysis level; finally, generalisation is assigned to the application level [96].

A key criterion for the achievement of scientific literacy is the capability to solve problems and make evidence-based decisions about current and future science applications while considering ethical issues and social implications [97]. Furthermore, there is a significantly close relationship between argumentation and problem-solving [12]: argumentation is explained as informal reasoning central to the intellectual ability involved in solving problems, making decisions, and formulating ideas and beliefs [1]. The importance of CT as a goal in science education is currently a favourite topic of discussion. Along this line, CT is a new problem-solving process that synthesises critical thinking and knowledge to solve complex problems [49]. The integration of CT into the science context presents students with a more authentic image of science; it also increases access to powerful modes of thinking and marketable skills for many careers. Therefore, the CT-Argumentation framework can develop HOT and CT competencies by engaging students in meaningful collaborative discussions and self-reflection.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed framework of CT-Argumentation and the design principles support teachers in engaging students’ argumentation learning as a context of problem-solving through the private and public landscapes. Recent efforts have made visible the learning experience with the application of CT dimensions to help educators instantiate scientific activities; for instance, generalisation and algorithm thinking (algorithmic explanation) support the concept of ‘science-as-practice enterprise’ [55], [56].

With the design principles and scaffolding provided for students and teachers, more empirical research will be required to substantiate which CT competencies are more productive in engaging students, and which strategies to support argumentation learning. In this article, the researchers propose that it will be more productive to begin by focusing on the intersections of a particular task and CT research and to support argumentation learning. In this article, the researchers propose that it will be more productive to begin by focusing on the intersections of a particular task and CT dimensions to be generalised based on the results of empirical studies.

Finally, research needs to emphasise the broader role of CT competencies in the K-12 education context. There is a need to introduce CT in academia [98], and more empirical studies are required to provide an informed perspective of the effects of CT skills on students’ learning outcomes across disciplines. “How and when should people learn this kind of thinking and how and when should we teach it?” [14, p. 3720]. These efforts are crucial as they could provide more insights into the implications of CT in the teaching and learning process. Along this line, students need to be engaged in CT learning and ideas apart from the scientific argumentative contexts they used to construct, critique, and revise their argument. In order to frame a long-term agenda for developing CT-competencies, it is essential to ask: What can we hope students will construct and apply when they come across new concepts? How can students’ HOTs be enhanced through problem-solving?
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